round hand and stared very hard at his five stiffly out-
stretched fingers on which his own personal method of
calculation depended. He sighed deeply.
** And how much longer must you all go on thinking
and not having any time to spare, and not letting me play
my whistle ? " he asked.
"I don't know. I don't know, Tintin," answered
Helene, and now she sighed, too. " Perhaps for not so
very long. But perhaps for a very, very long time. Five
years and another five and another five, over and over
again."
" But then I shall be grown up 1"
** That is possible, Tintin. We must not be impatient."
, Tintin reflected for some time on what he had heard.
Helene turned off the transmission, took up with her
familiar grasp, that Tintin knew so well, four test tubes
between her fingers, and put them in the centrifuge.
Tintin enjoyed the spectacle of the turning tremendously.
Then Helene carried the tubes to the hot-air steriliser.
"When I am big, Fll marry you, Malee," Tintin
resolved at the end of his thoughts. Malee smiled at him
affectionately.
" Yes, do. That is very nice of you," she said, and
stroked his hair. Petermann lay quiet on Tinting little
overall, asleep with open eyes. Tintin laid his small hand
on the warm, furry coat, watched Malee's white apron
moving back and forth for a short time, and listened to the
clock ticking, and then the retort became a man who had
raspberry juice in his stomach, and a small black cork hat
on his head, and then Tintin fell suddenly asleep, worn
out with thinking. Helene stopped tor a second and
looked at the sleeping child. Another day was almost
over._
Dr. Mtsuro slipped in through the door and said,
smiling: " Your presence is commanded up above. Big
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